Comparison Chart - Proposed Versions of ABA Accreditation Standard 405
Prepared by the Clinical Legal Education Association
(July 6, 2011)

Academic
Freedom

Current
Standard 405
Language

SRC
Subcommittee
Draft
(from Apr. 2011
meeting)

SRC
Subcommittee
Alternative
Draft
(for July 2011
meeting)

CL EA
Proposed
Revised
Standard 405
(Mar. 25, 2011)

ABA Special
Committee on
Professional
Education
Continuum
(Mar. 30, 2011)

"shall have an
announced policy with
respect to academic
freedom"

more robust language
requiring a policy that
protects academic
freedom
for all faculty; creates
presumptions from
tenure earning
positions.

similar to
Subcommittee Draft

Same as current Std.
405(b)

Version 1: same as
current Std. 405(b)
Version 2: same as
current Std. 405(b) but
also requires school to
extend to all FT faculty
protections of
academic freedom and
security of position that
take into account the
responsibilities of those
faculty members.

Security of
Position

"shall have an
announced policy with
respect to … tenure";
"shall afford clinical
faculty members a
form of security of
position reasonably
similar to tenure";
"shall afford legal
writing teachers such
security of position …
as may be necessary to
attract and retain and
safeguard academic
freedom"; with respect
to security for clinical
faculty, an
Interpretation states
that if they are not
eligible for tenure they
must be given
renewable long‐ term
contracts (defined
as five years in
duration,
presumptively
renewable and
terminable only for
good cause).

Eliminates any reference
to security of position for
any faculty members,
other than
Interpretations stating
that a system of tenure
earning rights can be an
effective method of
attracting and retaining,
and protecting academic
freedom, and that a
system of long‐term
renewable contracts may
be evidence a school can
point to in demonstrating
conditions sufficient to
attract and retain.
Creates presumption of
compliance from tenure
earning positions. Refers
to tenure, "if applicable".

Governance "shall afford to full‐time Requires a policy that
clinical faculty members provides for participation
participation in faculty of all full‐time faculty in
meetings, committees, governance of the school.
and other aspects of
law school governance
in a manner reasonably
similar to other full‐time
faculty members" No
language addressing
governance roles and
responsibilities for all
other full time faculty.

All FT faculty must have Same as current
a form of security of
405(c) except
position (defined in
deleting the word
interpretation as tenure "clinical;" all FT faculty
or five year, renewal
must have tenure or
contracts). In addition, reasonably similar
says that any" law
security of position.
school that extends
differing forms of
Amends Int. 405-6
security of position to definition of “longmembers of its full‐time term contract” to
faculty based on their reflect 2007
instructional and
recommendation of
scholarly roles and
Standards Review that
responsibilities shall
it means a contract of
have a written policy
at least five years that
defining those roles and is presumptively
responsibilities and
renewable or that
specifying how the
includes other
differences in the forms provisions, such as a
of security of position requirement for good
promote the school’s cause for nonrenewal,
instructional objectives sufficient to ensure
and mission. A law
academic freedom.
school that provides
tenure only for some
members of the faculty
shall permit any
member of the full
time faculty who has a
different form of
security of position to
apply for tenure."

All FT faculty must be
afforded meaningful
participation in
governance, defined in
interpretation as
including decisions
about mission and
direction; academic
matters; appointment,
renewal, promotion
and termination.

School shall
demonstrate that FT
faculty have protections
relating to security of
position (whether in the
form of tenure or other
type of long-term
appointment).
Defines “long-term
contract” as at least a
five-year that is either
presumptively
renewable or provides
alternative structure
sufficient to assure
academic freedom,
ability to attract and
retain high-quality
faculty, and significant
role in governance.
If school extends
different forms of
security of position to
faculty with differing
instructional and
scholarly roles, it shall
demonstrate the basis
for such distinctions.

All FT faculty shall be Supports CLEA’s
afforded participation proposal on
in aspects of
governance.
governance involving
academic matters.
Not preclude school
from limiting voting
rights on
appointments and
promotion outside
faculty member’s
field of study.

Requires that dean shall
be member of faculty
with tenure, "except in
Appointment
extraordinary
Dean
circumstances"

Requires that dean be
member of
the faculty and, as such,
shall have all rights as
other faculty (in new
405)

Requires that library
director shall be
member of faculty "with
security of faculty
position", "except in
extraordinary
circumstances"; an
Appointment interpretation states
Library
that security of faculty
Director
position is "normally"
tenure or tenure track.

Requires that library
director be a member of Does not address
law faculty and, as such,
shall have all rights as
other faculty (in new 405).

Does not address

Does not address

Retains current Std.
206(c)

Does not address

Retains current Std.
603(d)

